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Designed for commercial and multi-family environments, 5MM Luxury Vinyl offers 

versatile plank and tile designs with the added durability and sound reduction of a thicker 

construction. Available in both loose lay and rigid core click formats, there is a 5mm option 

for any project or design.
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A durable flooring solution for commercial interiors and multi-family settings, 5mm 

Loose Lay luxury vinyl is simple to install and maintain, with a specialized backing 

for sound reduction and comfort, providing traction to stay in place freely 

after installation.



5395 Lucia Oak



To accommodate timing demands, Parterre QuickTrack 5mm loose lay tile and 

plank designs are available for immediate shipment of in-stock product and 

offers a minimal lead time for high quantity requests. Refer to Parterre’s 5mm 

Loose Lay and Rigid Core Click architect folder for applicable designs.

QUICKTRACK

5374 Russet Walnut 





11734 Canna Teak

Created with ease of installation in mind, 5mm Rigid Core Click combines the 

durability of rigid core in a glueless click format with an innovative locking 

system with Uniclic® technology. With its natural water, scratch and stain 

resistant properties combined with an attached 1mm IXPE acoustic backing, 

Parterre 5mm Rigid Core Click is an ideal flooring solution for multi-family and 

light commercial environments.

Size: 7” x 47.75 x 5mm 
(Total thickess with acoustic backing is 6mm)



6874 Carolina Walnut



5711 Andean Walnut 5123 Mauldin Gray



5379 Sierra Walnut

We are a leading manufacturer and design innovator of luxury 

vinyl flooring and engineered surfaces that deliver on style, 

quality and function. Our broad selection of designs are crafted 

to enhance the aesthetic experience of commercial interior 

spaces while supporting working contemporary environments 

and the individuals who inhabit those spaces.

5mm Rigid Core Click

7” x 47.75” x 5mm 
(Total thickess with acoustic backing is 6mm)

10 pieces/carton

23.21 sq. ft. /carton

48 lb. /carton

5mm Loose Lay Plank

7.25” x 48” x 5mm

10 pieces/carton

24.17 sq. ft. /carton

50 lb. /carton

STOCK SIZES

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

5mm Loose Lay and 5mm Rigid Core Click products are FloorScore® certified. For complete technical information and instructions, visit parterreflooring.com 
or call 888.338.1029.

ABOUT PARTERRE

5MM LOOSE LAY PLANK

Product Thickness: 5mm 

Wear Layer: 20 mil. 

Finish: Polyurethane Protective Coating

Warranty: 20-Year Commercial

5MM RIGID CORE CLICK

Product Thickness: 6mm

Wear Layer: 20 mil.

Finish: Polyurethane Protective Coating

Warranty: 15-Year Light Commercial

5mm Loose Lay Plank

7” x 48” x 5mm

10 pieces/carton

23.33 sq. ft. /carton

40lb. /carton

5mm Loose Lay Tile

12” x 24” x 5mm

10 pieces/carton

20 sq. ft. /carton

33 lb. /carton

QUICKTRACK



View the full collection at: parterreflooring.com

888.338.1029




